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Listening to everyone’s discussion, Zoey Lopez felt very uncomfortable in their hearts.

Sure enough, Levi Garrison delayed them all.

This kind of opportunity does not come.

They wanted to talk to Levi Garrison and let all the people come to participate.

Although the chance is slim, if you don’t come, there is really no chance at all.

That was an opportunity for the dean and the two deputy deans to personally pick someone.
They just gave up?

This renunciation meant that their career at Kunlun College was completely abolished.

There will no longer be any opportunities.
He could only be planted in Levi Garrison’s hands all his life.

It’s all a bunch of poor people!

Guilt!

Zoey Lopez and several people plan to compensate them a little in other ways, and they can’t delay
them in vain.

At first, everyone wanted to give Jiao Tianyu and the others an injustice.

But at this moment, everyone is thinking about how to play.

Regardless of other things.

“Except for the one word side by side without participating in the king’s sect, everyone else must
participate! This time the main individual battle, show your talent! Then the two began to fight…”

Tiance Marshal announced the start.

Thousands of people began to fight in the huge square.

The tutors took their seats in the seats arranged in advance.

The students all looked nervously at the instructor’s seat.

Looking forward to the appearance of the dean and deputy dean.

After all, they are here to pick someone today.

Don’t know if they will appear directly?

Or choose in the dark?

But after a while, everyone was disappointed.

Only one seat of the instructor is vacant.

And this seat belongs to Levi Garrison.

But Levi Garrison stood up and walked to the front anxiously, watching.

From time to time, he would intervene in the battle, observe closely, not to miss any details.

The next battle was fierce, and everyone was struggling to show themselves.

But Levi Garrison was the busiest.

He has to observe closely in almost every team’s battle.

His busy identity can be seen everywhere.

The gods of Tiance and they knew what Levi Garrison was going to do, so naturally they looked calm.

But others saw Levi Garrison’s weird behavior.

I remembered that some people said that Levi Garrison was stealing school, but now it seems to be the
case.

He was on the scene with the identity of a mentor, and he was openly stealing!

Unfortunately, there is no way for him.

Everything about the artifact last time is gone.

What can this be considered?

Zoey Lopez was watching Levi Garrison while they were fighting.

Know that Levi Garrison is a person who wants face.

